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FROM THE BOARD. 
We are looking for ‘younger’ people that can strengthen our Board, because 2 of our members are sick and one 
will become 85 this year. Luckily, we still are healthy ourselves. In 2022 we mainly met by telephone or ad hoc, 
or with just a part of the Board.  
 

 
Samen doen we meer voor kinderen 

 
PROJECTS. 
BANGLADESH: Sun Child Sponsorship Program.  
Since 2010 we work together with Distressed Children International [DCI] and Rights and Sight for Children [RSC] 
in their SCSP. Children of low-income families in Patuakhali District in Bangladesh are sent to school via a 
sponsor program. A fixed group of donors sponsors a Sun Child via Perspective 3000 already from the beginning. 
In November 2022 we visited this project and most of the Sun Children that are sponsored via P3M. Six Sun 
Child Girls did their SSE [Secondary School Exam] and five succeeded! Out of three that continued their study in 
HHS [Higher secondary School] only Rikta succeeded. She started her own business and was very happy with 
that. She is 19 now and wants to settle with her family and help them. From the other 2, one is married now 
and the other stopped his study and is working now. 
In total we supported 27 children this year, of whom 16 are in secondary schools. The remaining are still in 
primary schools. In December 2023 we got notice that the SCSP is going to slim their program. What this means 
exactly, will become clear in 2023. As we focus on education for girls 23 out of the by P3M sponsored Sun 
Children are girls. To keep them in school we set up a Bonus program  
 
BANGLADESH: Bonus program of the Sun Child Sponsorship Program. With the support of AFAS Foundation! 
P3M started this Bonus program in 2014 as a pilot to stimulate and award parents that allowed their daughters 
to continue their school education after primary school. The only condition was that girls should not marry 
before their 18th birthday. As a compensation parents receive a small amount in Taka for each year their 
daughter successfully completed a school year. We spoke with all girls that successfully finished SSE [secondary 
school] and all wanted to continue in HSS [higher secondary school], knowing the conditions. In the guardians 
meeting also the parents agreed. We only know in April 2023 with the new scholastic year in Bangladesh if they 
passed the entry exams. DCI/RSC gave notice that they are not interested in this program that by now started to 
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prove itself and that they do not want to continue it on P3M’s behalf. Therefore, P3M started looking for other 
possibilities to continue on their own. 
 

  
Sun Children in SSE 2022 Lamia is fond of school 2022 

  
Meeting parents 2022 Rikta started her own business 2022 

 
BANGLADESH: Library & computer class.  
Because of Covid, the library was closed for a long time. All schools were closed as well. When we visited in 
November 2022, we discovered that no real re-start had been done, while all covid-restrictions were stopped in 
January 2022 already. During our visit we met with a group of students in the library, which brought their own 
books and told us this was their first visit in a long time. Also they did not read any of the books that are present 
in the library. This was very disappointing for us. We were told that the library works well for primary school 
children, but could not check that. The € 1000,-, we transferred end 2021 thanks to ‘Books support people’  
for new books still was not used completely for that purpose.  
In the computer class we spoke with a new group of students, without any knowledge, although computer 
lessons were already initiated by P3M in 2014. Later we heard that the computers only returned to the class 2 
weeks prior to our visit. There was no schedule for the students and the computers did not contain any lesson 
or typing program. The students said this was their first day! It seemed to us that this expensive building is only 
used as an office for DCI/RSC. Reason for us to ask DCI/RSC for explanation and to inform the Dutch donor that 
made the building possible. We also advised against the start of Faze 2, the 1rst floor for an eye clinic and 
training center for the moment, until DCI/RSC shares a plan of use with us. 
 



 
They all want computerlessons 2022 Computerlesson 2022 

 
BANGLADESH: RITA RANI  
In Kalaiya we met with the father of Rita Rani, a 15-year-old girl, diagnosed with blood cancer. She was in a 
hospital in Dhaka, but the father does not have money for her treatment. We promised to help him financially 
through one of our contacts.  
 
BANGLADESH: SUKP  
SUKP [Samajik Unnayanee Karmo Prochesta], means as much as: “Develop society by working hard”. The center 
is founded by Rina and her husband Dr Amin.  
It is a day-care for boys and girls from 5 to 18 year with several disabilities [ physically, mentally, cerebral palsy, 
Down, deaf and dumb] The children that live far or cannot come alone, are picked up from their homes by a  
simple transport-ricksha. At the center they get lessons in hygiene, singing, dancing. Some learn to read and 
write and there are handicraft lessons. All children and guardians that are present receive a lunch and all help as 
much as they can with all activities. Aim is to teach them some kind of handicraft, so they can produce 
something and earn some money. The children come from various backgrounds and religions. The staff consists 
of 1 male and 4 female teachers and a cook. We spent 10 days in this project in November 2022 and were 
happily surprised. A nice little school has been build since out last visit with a nice garden surrounding it. The 
children seem very happy, in spite of there differences. We visited many children at their homes as well as 
children that are not able to visit the center. We got a good impression on how these kind of children are 
treated. We were impressed by Rina, who visits the homes regularly. We were able to give some practical advise 
and started a special class for the CP-children, whereas the mothers massage the contracting muscles of their 
children. We think both Rina and the mothers might need some extra training and advised to visit another 
center, where they have much experience and are well trained. Maybe SUKP can hire a physiotherapist to help 
them train as well. Because of the deaf children, we advised all of them to learn sign language, so they can 
communicate. We found a sign language poster in Bangla language which can be ordered to help and at least 
one of the deaf boys already knows sign-language. 
 

   
Schooltransport SUKP Daily lunch SUKP SUKP schoolgarden 2022 



   
Last day in SUKP In the classroom SUKP CP lesson to mothers SUKP 

 
NEPAL: the Sathya Uddhyan School is completed! With support of WILDE GANZEN! 
In 2022 our last donation was for an extra reinforcement wall near the school buildings. The steep slopes of the 
terrain prove each year to be vulnerable and this year the rainy season was longer than other years. We met 
many new small children this year, whom we supplied with warm jackets again. Sathya Uddhyan was started in 
2010 by Rashmi Kafle. She started a daycare for children of waste workers, who roamed the streets. We know 
this school since 2012. Our support consisted of helping her to [re] build the school after the earthquakes in 
2015. Next to that we gave training in hygiene and interactive learning methods. In December 2022 we visited 
the school again and have officially opened the activity hall. The hall is dedicated to Marijke [Marts sister that 
passed away], who’s fund paid a big part to realize this beautiful hall. The hall is used for many purposes, s.a. 
sharing meals, watching TV, praying, playing and has a flat roof frequently used by the children for playing as 
well. This time we focused on doing cozy activities with the children, like painting, making pompoms, doing 
games, puzzling, and reading books like ‘the hungry caterpillar’. I knitted small caterpillars, a cocoon and a 
butterfly and laminated all the fruits, the caterpillar eats through in the story. It was a big success.  
We had a very pleasant visit, seeing everything cleaner and better organized this time. Also, we could see the 
impact of the education in the well behavior of the children. The maintenance was in order as well. The school 
has a living-in cook now, who also helps Rashmi with the children. There is a cleaner and wash-lady twice a week 
and of course the schoolteachers. Children are divided into ‘color groups’ and each group has weekly tasks to 
help and make the burden for the grown-ups lighter. The older ones help the smaller ones with lice-combing, 
showering and dressing. They have small tasks in handing out the food and keeping their stuff neat. Rashmi has 
become a friend and the children a little bit our own, so we will keep in contact. 
 

   
Welcome Waiting for lunch Opening Activity hall  
   

NEPAL: Developed Nepal is discontinued. 
The volunteers of this small Nepali NGO mostly have completed their studies and found jobs by now. We spoke 
with some of them in December 2022 and told us it was oke now, but DN could restart at any minute when 
necessary. We visited the school in Kavre, one of their former realizations after the earthquake and found a 
complete new schoolbuilding. 
 



   
Volunteer DN Shantoz Founder DN Bishal New school in Kavre 

 
BOLIVIA: La Aldea Cristo Rey is discontinued. With support of WILDE GANZEN! 
This is a shelter for children whose parent[s] are in prison in Cochabamba, Bolivia. In 2020 we agreed to help 
them renovate their library into a multi-purpose hall, where the children could read, learn and do other 
activities. At the same time the general kitchen was renovated as well as all small kitchen-units. Wilde Ganzen 
was again our partner in this. The result is beautiful, but what is more important is that the children actually use 
the space more frequently. 
In 2022 we were asked to help them out with a Christmas donation, which was used for clothes and a gift for 
the children, sportswear for the staff and a remaining amount to buy a new computer.  
 
 

    
La Aldea Christmas gifts and sports wear  

   
SAMENWERKING. 

In Nederland:  
 

• Stichting Wilde Ganzen 

• AFAS Foundation 

• Stichting Jong 

• Bischop Bekkers Fonds 

• Stichting KOOK 

• Jan van der Pauw Kraan Fonds 

• Hofstee Stichting 

• Dr HJM Hofsteefonds 

• Weeshuis der Doopsgezinden 

• Stichting PsySHI 

• SHBN 
In Bangladesh  
 

• Distressed Children International 

• Rights and Sight for Children 

• SUKP 
In Nepal: • Sathya Uddhyan School 
In Bolivia: • La Aldea Cristo Rey 

En natuurlijk zijn we ook trots op alle familieleden en vrienden die onze projecten, soms al jaren, ondersteunen. 



FINANCIAL REPORT 2022 
         IN   OUT 

 Donations 10.512      

 Marijke Fonds 5.264    

     

BANGLADESH Sun Children Shoula     5.182  

 Bonus Girls   889  

 SUKP   1.898  

 Rita Rani Medical costs   396  

NEPAL Sathya Uddhyan Activity hall with support of WG   3.860  

 Food packages SHBN   200  

BOLIVIA La Aldea Christmas donation   2.000  

DIVERSEN: Patience Nigeria, Ramo Niger, Josephine Sri anka   1.017  

KOSTEN Website   87  

 

Bank costs including transfers to foreign 
countries    247  

     

        

 TOTAAL   15.776   -  15.776  
 


